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Surface carrier dynamics and diffusion in inorganic metal-halide perovskite films
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Carrier dynamics in metal-halide perovskites, in particular diffusion, has typically been investigated on
micrometer-length scales and above. However, surfaces and interfaces modify the carrier dynamics, e.g., by
interface band bending and recombination. To investigate the carrier dynamics and diffusion at the surface, we
use time-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy which is sensitive to the photoexcited carriers in the topmost few
nm of the material. We extract electron mobilities in well-ordered CsPbBr3(001) and CsSnBr3(001) films at
room temperature of 31 ± 6 and 13 ± 1 cm2 V−1 s−1, respectively. The mobility in CsPbBr3(001) increases to
200 ± 8 cm2 V−1 s−1 at 90 K, indicating strong electron-phonon coupling for electrons at the conduction band
minimum. Temperature-dependent photoemission experiments find different phonon coupling mechanisms for
high-energetic electrons and holes at the valence band maximum and in the main valence bands.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.107.125205

I. INTRODUCTION

Despite the intense research on metal-halide perovskites
(MHP), a lot of basic material parameters such as the charge
carrier mobility vary by orders of magnitude in different re-
ports [1–3]. A reason for the huge spread could be the quality
of investigated samples. Besides bulk defects, which are sub-
ject to intense research, surfaces and interfaces affect carrier
dynamics and mobility. In general, surfaces with different
orientations and terminations may have rather different effects
on, e.g., band bending or surface recombination [4]. It is
therefore critical to control the sample quality precisely. Fur-
thermore, the spatial resolution, the probed time scale, carrier
densities, and limitations of utilized experimental methods
should be taken into account [1].

The control of sample quality is also an important fac-
tor when experiments aim for fundamental understanding.
Charge carrier mobilities are limited by strong interaction
of charge carriers and phonons in MHPs. However, the
exact interaction mechanism is still debated [1]. Charge
carriers in MHPs could be scattered by the acoustic defor-
mation potential, by piezoelectric acoustic phonon scattering,
or by Fröhlich interactions with polar optical phonons.
Temperature-dependent mobility measurements are often per-
formed to distinguish the different mechanisms [1,5,6].
Methylammonium-lead-iodide single crystals and polycrys-
talline films exhibit temperature-dependent mobilities μe ∝
T −2.8 and ∝ T −1.6 around 300 K, respectively [2]. One lim-
iting factor is that most of the performed experiments are
not sensitive to the type and energy of the charge carriers.
Both aspects may alter the measured temperature-dependent
charge-carrier mobilities [1,2,7]. Well-defined samples as well
as charge- and energy-sensitive experiments are needed for a
better understanding.

*thomas.fauster@fau.de

Recently, we established a method to prepare inorganic
CsPbBr3 and CsSnBr3 films with a well-defined (001) surface
orientation [see Fig. 1(d)] [8]. Our samples exhibit highly or-
dered atomic surface structures and very low defect densities.
Their thickness can be controlled precisely on the monolayer
(ML) scale. This sets the stage to investigate fundamen-
tal electronic properties of MHPs. Ultraviolet photoelectron
spectroscopy (UPS) was used to study valence bands and
Fermi-level alignment at the interface. The dispersion of the
valence bands was measured with angle-resolved photoelec-
tron spectroscopy (ARPES) and the effective mass at the
valence band maximum (VBM) is obtained. Time-resolved
two-photon photoemission (2PPE) accesses the conduction
bands with high temporal resolution of <75 fs and high sur-
face sensitivity of <4 nm. This permits the investigation of
charge carrier dynamics in the topmost layers of the material.
Our detailed knowledge of the interface band bending, the
band structure, and the extremely high quality of our samples
enable an unprecedented study of the charge carrier mobilities
in MHPs. Temperature-dependent measurements provide a
new perspective on charge-phonon interaction in MHPs.

II. EXPERIMENT

Epitaxially grown CsPb(Sn)Br3(001) films were prepared
by thermal coevaporation of CsBr and Pb(Sn)Br2 (all three
Sigma-Aldrich, 99% purity) on a clean Au(001) substrate.
Details of the preparation are described in Ref. [8]. Ultraviolet
photoelectron spectroscopy was carried out using unpolarized
light with a photon energy of 21.2 eV (He I). Satellite lines
were subtracted for analysis. An optical parametric amplifier
(Light Conversion Opera-F) pumped by a fiber laser (Coher-
ent Monaco) was used to generate 880-nm laser pulses with
pulse durations below 40 fs for 2PPE experiments. Second
(2.82 eV) and third (4.23 eV) harmonics of the laser pulses
were used for pump and probe, respectively. Their cross cor-
relation was determined from the high-energetic tail of the
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FIG. 1. Electronic structure of epitaxial CsPbBr3(001) on Au(001) at 90 K with the crystal structure illustrated in panel (d). (a) Low-energy
cutoff, (b) Cs 5p levels, and (c) the angle-integrated valence bands as a function of layer thickness. Colored lines show data and black lines the
corresponding fits in panels (a) and (b), respectively. The energies from the fits of the Cs 5p doublet and the vacuum edge are shown in panel
(e) and are used to obtain the band bending at the interface between Au(001) and CsPbBr3 shown in panel (f).

2PPE spectra to 75 fs. The charge carrier density injected by
the pump pulse is estimated to ≈1 × 1017 e−cm−3 for 1 nJ
pulse energy [9].

Photoelectrons were measured with an ellipsoidal display-
type analyzer [10]. It collects photoelectrons from an emission
cone with an opening angle of 40◦ with respect to the surface
normal. Its energetic and angular resolution is 100 meV and
5◦, respectively. All photoelectrons from an emission cone
with an opening angle of 25◦ with respect to the surface
normal were integrated for shown UPS and 2PPE spectra.

III. VALENCE BANDS

A. Energy level alignment at the interface

Figure 1 shows the UPS spectra from films of different
thickness at the low-energy cutoff, the Cs 5p levels, and the
valence-band region. For film thicknesses up to 3 ML, the Au
4d bands can be clearly identified. For thicker films, the three-
peak valence-band structure characteristic for MHPs develops
[12]. To identify the work function and band alignment of
the perovskites on gold, we extract the work function from
the low-energy cutoff [Fig. 1(a)] by fitting error functions to
the data (black lines). The energetic positions of the Cs 5p
core levels [Fig. 1(b)] is used to identify the valence-band
position relative to the Fermi energy EF obtained on the clean
Au substrate. Upon adsorption of CsPbBr3 on Au(001), the
work function � decreases from 5.3 ± 0.1 to 4.6 ± 0.1 eV.
Saturation is achieved after 1 ML. The shallow Cs 5p core
levels of CsPbBr3 appear in the UPS spectra [Fig. 1(b)] at

energies between 9 and 13 eV below the Fermi energy EF.
They are split into a 5p1/2 and 5p3/2 doublet with a sep-
aration of 1.6 ± 0.1 eV. A single doublet is observed for
1 ML CsPbBr3 on Au(001). When the film thickness of the
MHP is increased beyond 1 ML a second doublet at higher
energy is observed while the first doublet shifts to lower
energy. The splitting into two components is characteristic
for well-ordered MHPs and cannot be explained by bulk and
surface components [8]. The splitting might be associated
with several inequivalent Cs atoms in the bulk-terminated
orthorhombic superstructure, which would require a detailed
structural analysis to resolve.

In order to investigate the interface band bending, the two
Cs 5p doublets were fitted with Voigt profiles. Details of the
fitting procedure are given in the Supplemental Material [9].
Assuming that the energy of the Cs 5p levels are fixed relative
to the valence bands, we obtain the energy of the VBM relative
to the vacuum level as a function of film thickness [Fig. 1(e)].
The results are summarized in the band bending scheme in
Fig. 1(f). The band bending of 0.2 eV for low coverages indi-
cates a small interface dipole and associated charge transfer at
the interface between the CsPbBr3 film and the Au substrate.
This result is in line with a study where Au was evaporated
onto a MHP [13].

The results from epitaxial CsSnBr3(001) on Au(001) are
very similar [9]. Small band bending of 0.2 eV can be found
between both MHPs and the substrate. CsSnBr3 (001) also
has a work function of � = 4.6 ± 0.1 eV, suggesting a CsBr
termination for both MHPs prepared stoichiometrically [8].
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FIG. 2. Valence band dispersion of epitaxial CsPbBr3(001) at 90 K. (a) Bulk and surface Brillouin zone of CsPbBr3(001). The high-
symmetry points �, X, and M are indicated in black, green, and red. (b) Corresponding ARPES spectra at the high-symmetry points in
comparison with the angle-integrated photoemission signal of the whole Brillouin zone (blue curve) for a 12.5-ML film. Thin white lines show
half-parabola fits to obtain the VBM [11]. The dispersion of the topmost valence band with the main features A and B along �-M-X-� was
pronounced by building the minimal gradient of the three-dimensional I (E , kx, ky ) ARPES data set and is presented in panel (c). As a guide to
the eye, a parabola with a curvature of 0.3 me is plotted at the M point.

The identical value for the band bending hints at a similar
atomic and electronic structure at the interface, which makes
a CsBr layer at the Au substrate for both systems plausible.
Note that the PbBr2 termination at the CsPbBr3(001) surface
has a work function 0.7 eV higher than the CsBr-terminated
surface [8].

As compared to CsPbBr3, CsSnBr3 films [9] show a
slightly smaller effective mass of ≈0.2 me in line with band-
structure calculations [14,15]. The CsSnBr3 thin films also
show the VBM at M and �, with E − EF = −0.2 ± 0.1 eV.
Tin-based MHPs are commonly p-doped [16] and the relative
shift of the VBM in CsSnBr3 with respect to CsPbBr3 was
also observed in CsPbxSn1−xBr3 samples [17].

B. Valence band dispersion

The dispersion of the valence bands throughout the Bril-
louin zone obtained by ARPES is shown in Fig. 2. Spectra
recorded at the high-symmetry points [Fig. 2(a)] for a 12.5-
ML-thick film are shown in Fig. 2(b). The spectra are
independent of the film thickness when it exceeds 6 ML. An
angle-integrated valence band spectrum is shown in blue for
comparison. All spectra show a three-peak structure with neg-
ligible dispersion at energies between −4 and −6 eV. Peaks
A and B at higher energies reflect the topmost valence band.
To accentuate the dispersion, a minimum gradient method
was applied to the three-dimensional I (E , kx, ky) data set [18].
The result is shown in Fig. 2(c) for the high-symmetry lines
along the �-M-X-� path in the surface Brillouin zone. The
main valence band [brown-white shading, feature B at � in
Fig. 2(b)] disperses with its maximum at the M point and
can be described by an effective (hole) mass of 0.3 me [red
parabola in Fig. 2(c)]. The VBM is expected for MHPs in
the cubic bulk phase at M due to the projection of the bulk
VBM at the R point [see Fig. 2(a)]. A second dispersing band
with lower intensity has its maximum at � [feature A at � in
Fig. 2(b)]. Its dispersion resembles the one of the main valence
band, but mirrored at the perpendicular bisector of �-M [green
shade in Fig. 2(c)]. We assign it to a back-folded band from the
bulk-terminated orthorhombic superstructure [9]. Therefore,
the global VBM can be determined at the M point as well as
the � point. It is obtained at E − EF = −1.2 ± 0.1 eV from a

half-parabola fit [8,11,19] to the high-energy tails of the spec-
tra. Considering the optical band gap of CsPbBr3 of 2.25 eV
[20], our epitaxial thin films are close to intrinsic. The negligi-
ble doping points toward a low-defect density consistent with
our observations by scanning tunneling microscopy [8]. A fit
to the high-energy part of the angle-integrated spectrum [blue
curve in Fig. 2(b)] with a half parabola (white line) gives a
similar energy of the VBM. This shows that angle-integrated
photoemission spectra can be utilized to detect the global
VBM of MHPs as proposed before [21]. The effective mass
at the VBM could not be extracted from half-parabola fits
presumably due to umklapps on the reconstructed films. It
is assumed to be ≈0.3 me as obtained for peak A following
previous work on cleaved samples which show no umklapp
features [11,22].

IV. UNOCCUPIED STATES

A. Energies of conduction bands

We investigated the energetics and dynamics of photoex-
cited electrons in the conduction band with 2PPE. For 2PPE
we use a blue (photon energy 2.82 eV, light blue arrows in
Fig. 3) pump laser pulse to excite electrons from the occu-
pied part of the band structure to unoccupied intermediate
states. An ultraviolet (UV) laser pulse (4.23 eV, purple arrows)
probes the electron distribution in the intermediate states after
a controlled delay time t , thus tracking the electron dynamics
on ultrafast time scales. The cross correlation of the two laser
pulses was below 75 fs. The pump pulse excites an electron
density of ≈8 × 1017 e− cm−3 [9].

Figure 3(a) shows 2PPE spectra at a time delay of 750 fs
and Fig. 3(b) illustrates the possible excitation pathways. In
Fig. 3(a), a UPS spectrum (E − EF < 0 eV, blue) is shown for
comparison. 2PPE was performed on thicker films (>12 ML)
to ensure a sufficient lifetime of the photoexcited electrons
(cf. Sec. IV B). Figure 3(a) shows 2PPE spectra recorded with
high pump fluence (red) and low pump fluence (green). Note
that the spectra are normalized to the same maximum height.
The high-energy part of the 2PPE spectra can be excited
only by the UV photons. Multiplying the high-pump-fluence
spectrum by a factor of 10 gives about the same intensity
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FIG. 3. Unoccupied states of CsPbBr3 on Au(001). (a) UPS spectrum from 12 ML at 90 K (blue curve) for the valence bands and two
bichromatic 2PPE spectra with different laser pulse energies from 45 ML at 295 K. The red (green) spectrum was recorded with 1.10 nJ
(0.37 nJ) pump and 0.13 nJ (0.36 nJ) probe pulse energy. The spectra are normalized to the same maximum peak height. The low-pump
spectrum is additionally shown scaled down by a factor of 10, illustrating the coincidence with the high-pump spectrum in the energy range
excited by the UV probe photons only. The positions of all detected states VBM, CBM, and E2 are marked by vertical bars. (b) Schematic band
structure of CsPbBr3 resulting from the ARPES and 2PPE experiments. The dispersion stems from Fig. 2(c). Possible excitation pathways in
2PPE are shown in panels (a) and (b) by arrows.

in the high-energy region as for low pump fluence. The fac-
tor is close to the intensity ratio of the pump fluences (8.5)
and proves that the low-energy background is predominantly
caused by the pump pulse.

Several features can be identified in the 2PPE spectra.
The most intense peak at the lowest energy stems from the
background caused by secondary electrons and one-photon
photoemission of thermally excited photoelectrons. Another
feature is located at E − EF = 1.0 eV with high intensity for
high pump pulse energy. It has an energetic separation from
the VBM of 2.2 eV matching the optical band gap of CsPbBr3

[20]. We assign it to the conduction band minimum (CBM).
The third feature labeled E2 is measured at E − EF ≈ 1.9 eV.
This feature is both pumped and probed by UV photons and
is observed only for UV photon energies higher than 3.45 eV
(see Supplemental Material [9]). It corresponds to a transition
between the valence and conduction band edges at the M
point of the bulk Brillouin zone which is frequently observed
as a second absorption onset in optical spectroscopy [5,23].
Finally, the highest energy electrons in the 2PPE spectra occur
at E − EF ≈ 2.9 eV corresponding to a direct excitation from
the VBM at −1.2 ± 0.1 eV by 4.23-eV photons and is marked
by dashed lines in Fig. 3.

It was not possible to resolve any dispersion of the inter-
mediate states with 2PPE. Possible explanations could be that
the intermediate states are strongly broadened by dynamic
disorder or that the probed states are localized.

For epitaxial CsSnBr3(001), similar results are found by
2PPE [9]. CBM and E2 are located at E − EF = 2.1 ± 0.1 eV
and 2.7 ± 0.1 eV, respectively. The resulting band gap of
2.3 ± 0.2 eV is slightly larger than the recombination gap of
1.8 eV measured with photoluminescence [24].

B. Electron dynamics

Figure 4(a) shows the dynamics of the conduction band
electrons. Notably, the pump photon energy is sufficiently

small to excite electrons (and holes) in the first conduction
band (valence band) only. The conduction band electrons
exhibit two distinct time scales which can be distinguished
by different dependencies on the film thickness. The shorter
time constant τ1 is in the femtosecond time range and does
not depend on the film thickness. Its weighted mean value is
τ1 = 160 ± 10 fs for all investigated films. This ultrafast time
constant is caused by nascent high-energetic electrons and was
previously assigned to the formation of large polarons or to the
ballistic transport of charge carriers [25–29].

The second time constant τ2 of several picoseconds de-
pends quadratically on film thickness [Fig. 4(b)] so that it can
be assigned to the diffusion of electrons out of the probed vol-
ume. Figure 4(c) illustrates our model of the process. In 2PPE,
the escape depth of electrons is <4 nm. Thus we only probe
the electron density n(0, t ) at the surface (x = 0). CsPbBr3

has an absorption length on the order of 75 nm for the used
pump photon energy of 2.82 eV [23], which is larger than
the thickness (50 nm) of the thickest film (90 ML) studied.
Therefore, the pump pulse excites a constant charge carrier
density n0 at t = 0 in the whole film. Thereafter (t > 0),
charge carriers diffuse with a diffusion constant D. Charge
carriers are lost at the interface to the metallic substrate. The
resulting gradient of the charge carrier density n(x, t ) causes a
diffusion of charge carriers from the film to the gold substrate.
As a result, the charge carrier density at the surface decays
exponentially with time. The diffusion constant D can be
determined from the decay times of the charge carrier density
at the surface by solving the corresponding one-dimensional
differential equation:

∂n

∂t
= D

∂2n

∂x2
. (1)

We neglect (surface) recombination expected on time scales
>100 ns resulting in an isolated surface as one of the boundary
conditions. The second boundary condition is that the charge
carrier density at the gold substrate is zero. The detailed
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FIG. 4. Dynamics of excited electrons in CsPbBr3(001). (a) Angle- and energy-integrated 2PPE intensities at varying pump-probe delay
from films with thickness between 30 and 90 ML measured at room temperature and corresponding bi-exponential fits to the data. The extracted
time constant τ2 is plotted against the film thickness d in panel (b) and fitted with a parabola. (c) Model used to describe the thickness-dependent
behavior of τ2 and calculate the diffusion constant of excited electrons D from τ2(d ). (d) Temperature-dependent electron mobility μe(T ) from
2PPE experiments on a 60-ML film together with a model [15].

solution of Eq. (1) is presented in the Supplemental Material
[9]. The charge carrier density at the surface (x = 0) of a film
with thickness d is described by

n(0, t ) =
∞∑

m=0

4n0

π

[
1

4m − 3
e−( (4m−3)π

2d )2
Dt

− 1

4m − 1
e−( (4m−1)π

2d )2
Dt

]
. (2)

Because of the rapidly decreasing amplitude of the higher
order terms it is sufficient to evaluate the terms with m � 2
(see Supplemental Material [9]). For each thickness d the
diffusion constant D is determined by fitting Eq. (2) to the
measured 2PPE time dependence. The fits and results are pre-
sented in the Supplemental Material [9] and yield an averaged
D = 1.0 ± 0.1 cm2 s−1. The small scatter of D obtained from
the individual time dependencies proves the validity of the dif-
fusion model for the thickness-dependent electron dynamics.
The electron mobility μe is obtained with the Nernst-Einstein
relation μe(T ) = eD/kBT to 37 ± 4 cm2 V−1 s−1 at room
temperature. This value is in line with most of the studies on
MHPs, but orders of magnitude lower than in group IV and
III-V semiconductors [5].

CsSnBr3 exhibits μe(295 K) = 13 ± 3 cm2 V−1 s−1 [9].
The low mobility in MHPs is typically ascribed to phonon
scattering. Due to the lower effective mass of charge carriers

one would expect higher electron mobilities in CsSnBr3 [15].
The discrepancy with our results may stem from a higher
defect density in CsSnBr3.

C. Electron-phonon coupling

To further test the influence of electron-phonon scatter-
ing, temperature-dependent 2PPE measurements were carried
out for CsPbBr3. The longer decay time τ2(T ) increases lin-
early with temperature [9]. Figure 4(d) presents the resulting
temperature-dependent electron mobility which was deter-
mined from τ2(T ) starting with μe(295 K) = 37 cm2 V−1 s−1.
The electron mobility μe approximately follows a power-law
dependence T −β on temperature approaching a T −2 depen-
dence at low temperatures. No impact of defect-induced
scattering is observed at lower temperatures, which would
reduce the mobility. Electron-phonon scattering is clearly the
most dominant process. Figure 4(d) compares our experi-
mental results with a theoretical model (blue dotted curve)
[15]. The model assumes just the interaction of electrons
with the highest optical phonon mode (h̄ωLO = 16.8 meV)
[27,30]. It is in excellent agreement with our data, indicat-
ing that scattering of electrons at the CBM is dominated
by the highest optical phonons caused by PbBr−

3 stretch-
ing modes [15]. These findings are also in line with results
from optical spectroscopy in which a dominant coupling of
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FIG. 5. Temperature-dependent photoemission linewidths. (a) Linewidths of intermediate states which were modeled from the time
constants τ1 and τe−ph measured with 2PPE. (b) UPS peak widths of the main valence band (light blue) and the topmost valence bands
(blue and violet) in CsPbBr3 and CsSnBr3, respectively.

electrons at the CBM to PbBr−
3 stretching modes was

found [7]. Electron-phonon scattering times were determined
with the Drude model: τe−ph(T ) = μe(T ) m	

e
e ∝ T −β assuming

m	
e = m	

h = 0.28 me [22]. The results show a drop of τe−ph be-
tween 100 K and 240 K of about 77 % [right axis in Fig. 4(d)].
Note that no signs for a phase transition such as an abrupt
change of T −β are observed in the temperature-dependent
mobility, which would indicate well-defined phase transition
temperatures. This agrees with our study in which we ob-
served no phase transitions and only gradual changes of the
atomic surface structure of epitaxial CsPbBr3(001) films with
temperature [8].

We now turn to the evaluation of the ultrafast time-constant
τ1 obtained from the temperature-dependent 2PPE spectra.
τ1 was assigned to the relaxation of high-energetic electrons
in the conduction band and decreases linearly with temper-
ature (see Supplemental Material [9]). The overall decrease
is only 20% between 100 K and 240 K. τ1 cannot be associ-
ated with the diffusive transport of electrons away from the
probed surface which would become slower with increasing
temperature. Its weak temperature dependence indicates an
interaction with phonons but the underlying interaction must
be different from the electron-phonon scattering at the CBM,
because the latter is influenced more strongly by temperature.
One explanation for the weak temperature dependence of τ1

could be the formation of large polarons on ultrafast time
scales accompanied by a change of the photoionization cross
section [25,27]. The formation of large polarons is related to
the coupling of electrons with PbBr−

3 bending modes, while
the charge carriers close to the band edges couple to PbBr−

3
stretching modes [31]. An increased temperature can lead to
the faster formation of large polarons [7].

Temperature-dependent UPS was carried out to access also
phonon-hole scattering for comparison with the electron scat-
tering accessed by 2PPE. The lifetimes τe−ph and τ1 from
2PPE were converted to energetic widths W using the relation
W = h̄/τ [32,33]. Note that time constant τ2 corresponds to
diffusion of electrons and must not be interpreted as a lifetime.
Instead, the lifetimes of electrons at the CBM are estimated
from the electron-phonon scattering times τe−ph. Long life-
times can be measured very accurately and lead to small error
bars (<10 meV) for the lifetime broadening in Fig. 5(a).
With increasing temperature, lifetimes get shorter and the
lifetime broadening and corresponding error increases. Fig-

ure 5 compares the modeled electron linewidths of CsPbBr3

with the hole peak widths of CsPbBr3 and CsSnBr3 mea-
sured by UPS. The peak widths increase linearly as expected
when the thermal energy exceeds the maximum phonon en-
ergy [33]. The maximum deviation of the experimental data
points from the linear fits in Fig. 5(b) of less than 30 meV
serves as an upper limit for the accuracy of the determi-
nation of the peak width. The lifetime broadening of the
electrons at the CBM shows a parabolic behavior at low
temperatures with a negligible offset, indicating very little
contributions from defects or disorder. A change to a linear
slope is observed above the energy of the highest optical
phonon (16.8 meV). This energy was also used to model the
temperature-dependent mobilities before [compare Fig. 4(d)].
Linear fits were applied to approximate the mass enhance-
ment factor λ from the temperature-dependent peak widths
W (T ) = 2πλkBT [34]. This allows a determination of the
polaron coupling strength α from the relation 0.025 α2 +
1
6α = λ [32]. The determined coupling strengths are given in
Fig. 5.

Electrons and holes close to the band edges exhibit weak
coupling strengths (α = 1 . . . 2.5) consistent with large po-
larons and previous observations [6,15]. One implication is
that the VBM must be renormalized by polaronic coupling as
observed before but questioned recently [22,35,36]. The cou-
pling strength for electrons at the CBM of CsPbBr3 is about a
factor of two higher than for holes at the VBM. Such behavior
was observed before but is not evident from the band structure
of MHPs [2]. Holes are expected to interact stronger than elec-
trons with the relevant PbBr−

3 phonon modes since the VBM
stems from Pb 6s and Br 4p orbitals [31]. High-energetic
electrons with excess energies above the CBM show a smaller
coupling strength in comparison to charge carriers at the band
edges. This behavior is in line with screened electrons in large
polarons as discussed before if τ1 is assigned to a formation
time [7]. On the other hand, if τ1 would correspond to any
kind of transport the corresponding scattering times would
exhibit a T −β dependence. In contrast, high-energetic holes
with excess energies of 3 eV below the VBM show different
behavior. Their coupling strengths are large in both CsPbBr3

and CsSnBr3. They are much larger than typically assumed for
large polarons in MHPs [22,32]. The large coupling strengths
are rather in line with the formation of small polarons imme-
diately after optical excitation [37–39].
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V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Epitaxially grown CsPbBr3(001) and CsSnBr3(001) films
on Au(001) allowed a detailed study of the electronic structure
of inorganic MHPs. For both materials, a small band bending
of 0.2 eV can be observed at the interface to the substrate.
Films thicker than 6 ML exhibit a valence band structure
consistent with the one of single crystals. The topmost va-
lence bands disperse parabolically with an effective mass of
≈0.3 me and ≈0.2 me, respectively. Their VBMs are located at
E − EF = −1.2 ± 0.1 and −0.2 ± 0.1 eV, respectively. Both
MHPs exhibit a back-folding of the main valence band, indi-
cating an overall (

√
2 × √

2) electronic superstructure. 2PPE
experiments find the CBM of CsPbBr3 at E − EF = 1.0 ±
0.1 eV so that epitaxial CsPbBr3 films are intrinsic semicon-
ductors. In contrast, CsSnBr3 is strongly p doped and has its
CBM at E − EF = 2.1 ± 0.1 eV.

Electrons in the CBM of CsPbBr3 and CsSnBr3 ex-
hibit at room-temperature mobilities of 37 ± 4 and 13 ±
1 cm2 V−1 s−1, respectively. The absolute values of the mo-
bility in CsPbBr3 as well as its temperature-dependence
μe(T ) ∝ T −β (approaching T −2 at low temperature) are in
excellent agreement with a theoretical model taking into ac-
count only the interaction with the highest energetic polar
phonon mode [15]. The relaxation of high-energetic electrons
is less influenced by temperature possibly due to the formation
of large polarons.
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